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Exercise 1

Add to the class com.andreamazzon.exercise6.randomvariables.NormalRandomVariable and imple-
ment the following five methods:

• public double generateAR(), which generates and returns one realization of a normal random
variable by acceptance-rejection: here you can use an exponential random variable with intensity
λ = 1, as illustrated in the script (Script 11, p. 172);

• public double[] generateBivariateNormal(), which generates and returns a pair of indepen-
dent realizations of a normal random variable, using inversion sampling (i.e., using generate());

• public double[] generateBivariateNormalAR(), which generates and returns a pair of two
independent realizations of a normal random variable, using acceptance-rejection (i.e., using
generateAR());

• public double[] generateBoxMuller() which generates and returns a pair of independent nor-
mal random variables by the Box-Müller algorithm. This algorithm exploits the fact that if U, V
are independent uniform random variables in [0, 1] then

Z1 =
√
−2 log(U) cos(2πV ), Z2 =

√
−2 log(U) sin(2πV )

are independent normal N (0, 1).

• public double[] generateARBoxMuller(), which generates and returns a pair of independent
normal random variables by the following acceptance-rejection refinement of the Box-Müller algo-
rithm:

– generate W = U2 + V 2 for two uniformly distributed random variables U and V in [−1, 1];

– if W > 1 discard W , otherwise set S =
√
−2 log(W )/W ;

– in this way,
Z1 = SU, Z2 = SV

are independent normal N (0, 1).

Exercise 2

In the class

com.andreamazzon.exercise7.bivariateNormal.BivariateNormalTesting

we compare the precision and the performance of the four methods generateBoxMuller(),
generateBivariateNormal(), generateARBoxMuller() and generateBivariateNormalAR() in the fol-
lowing two ways:

• precision: for Z1, Z2 independent normal random variables, Zi ∼ N (µ, σ), i = 1, 2, we perform a
given number of Monte-Carlo approximations of P(Z1 ≤ µ,Z2 ≤ µ) by sampling with all the four
methods, and for every method we print the average percentage error with respect to the analytic
value (which is of course 0.25);

• efficiency : we print the average time needed by each method in order to compute P(Z1 ≤ µ,Z2 ≤ µ).



Fill the missing parts of the method testTheMethods in BivariateNormalTesting in order to do this,
following the instructions.

Exercise 3

Add the following methods to com.andreamazzon.exercise6.randomvariables.RandomVariableInterface,
and give the implementation in com.andreamazzon.exercise6.randomvariables.RandomVariable:

• double generate(DoubleUnaryOperator function), which generates and returns a realization of
f(X), where X is the random variable into consideration and f : R→ R is a function represented
by a DoubleUnaryOperator;

• double getSampleMean(int n, DoubleUnaryOperator function), which gets and returns the
mean of a sample of length n of f(X) above;

• double getSampleStandardDeviation(int n, DoubleUnaryOperator function), which gets a
returns the standard deviation of a sample of length n of f(X) above;

• getSampleMeanWithWeightedMonteCarlo(int n, DoubleUnaryOperator function,

RandomVariable otherRandomVariable), which computes and returns the mean of a sam-
ple of length n of f(X) above, with weighted Monte-Carlo, see Script 11, page 182-184. Here
otherRandomVariable represents the random variable Y at pages 182-184 of the script.

In the class com.andreamazzon.exercise7.importancesampling.ImportanceSamplingTesting we
consider X ∼ Exp(1) and approximate P(X > 7) = E[I{X>7}], using standard sampling and import-
ance sampling for a proposal distribution N (7, α). Look at the results: why is importance sampling so
better?


